This paper concentrates on the impact of consumer environmental awareness (CEA) on the decision behaviors of the supply chain members and the channel coordination strategies within a one-retailer-one-manufacturer supply chain under carbon labeling system. Based on the newsvendor model, this study compares two decision scenarios: the centralized and the decentralized models. The results suggest that the decision behaviors of the supply chain members are not only related to CEA and carbon labeling system, but also rely on the choice of the supply chain construction. Further, in order to achieve the same profit as the centralized model, we consider a cost-sharing contract to coordinate the decentralized supply chain. Finally, Sensitivity analyses are conducted to examine the impacts of changes in both CEA and carbon labeling on the performance of the supply chain.
Introduction
In recent years, the rise of CEA changes consumer purchasing behavior. Bemprad and Baranowski [1] point out that 51% of Americans are willing to pay more for the high environmental quality and 67% think it is very important to purchase products with environmental benefits on the basis of the BBMG Conscious Consumer Report. Many researchers are interested in studying the impact of CEA on supply chain operation [2] [3] [4] . But we concentrate on the supply chain members' low carbon promotion effort level and carbon emission level decisions.
Governments also adopt "carbon labeling" to switch consumer purchasing habits to low-carbon alternatives. Research has found that with the improvement of CEA, the consumers prefer to the low carbon products more and more, and are willing to pay more low carbon products [5] . The decision-makers should take the consumers concern on environment into consideration. Xu et al. [6] consider a two stage supply chain under cap-and-trade regulation and focus on the impact of carbon trade price on carbon labeling. The study finds that the increase of the carbon trade price can improve the optimal abatement level under certain conditions. Other researchers are interested in studying competition [7] [8] [9] . The above literature focuses solely on the single carbon emission reduction without considering any downstream firm's effort under carbon labeling system. Under carbon labeling system, we consider a two-echelon supply chain consisting of one powerful manufacturer and one retailer and assume the demand is influenced by the retailer's low carbon promotion and manufacturer's carbon emission. Hence, this paper tries to investigate the following question:
1. How do both CEA and carbon labeling system influence the retailer's low carbon promotion and the manufacturer's carbon emissions comparing the centralized and decentralized contracts?
2. Under what conditions do the manufacturer and retailer decide to adopt the cooperative mechanism to coordinate the supply chain and earn more profits?
3. Whether the cost sharing strategy can effectively coordinate the manufacturer and the retailer and raise the profit of both sides? Based on the above questions, our study compares two decision scenarios: the centralized model and the decentralized model. We derive the closed-from expressions of optimal carbon emission reduction level, low-carbon promotion level and retail price. Moreover, by introducing the carbon labeling system to the supply chain, the finding of the study will assist supply chain members to manage and optimize their carbon emission reduction, low-carbon promotion and pricing decisions. This paper is organized as follows. The model and analysis are shown in section 2. The supply chain coordination with wholesale price and the cost sharing contract are investigated in section 3. Numerical examples are given in section 4 to illustrate some theoretical results obtained in previous sections. Section 5 is the conclusions and future research directions.
Model and analysis
In this paper, we consider a two-stage supply chain with a manufacturer and a retailer and assume only produce a green product that has three attributes, price, low-carbon promotion effort and carbon emission reduction level, influencing consumer demand.
According to [7] and [10] we can assume that the market demand D is D a bp ke n     (1) To be specific, we summarize the model parameters and decision variables in Table 1 . Table 1 The description of the symbols As a benchmark to evaluate coordination contract, we first formulate the centralized case (also termed as integrated supply chain). The total profit function can be model is
To be specific, the cost of reducing per unit carbon emission to a level e is 2 1 () 2 ye   . We also assume the retailer's low carbon promotion effort level cost is
In the decentralized model, the manufacturer and the retailer make their profit maximization as their goal respectively. Hence, we describe their relationship as a Stackelberg game, in which the manufacturer is the Stackelberg leader. So the problem is formulated as follows:
Solving both the centralzied and decentralized models, we derive the optimal solutions, which are summarized in Table2. 
According to above profit function, we have the following conclusion.
Comparisons between two Types of Supply Chain Models.
In this section, we compare the optimal decisions of carbon emission level, low carbon promotion effort level and retail price under the centralized and the decentralized models, respectively. Proposition 1. For the manufacturer: In which
show that no matter in the centralized system or in the decentralized system, the manufacturer's carbon emission level e is decreasing with CEA k if the manufacturer's initial carbon emission y is low; The manufacturer's carbon emission level e is decreasing with CEA k increasing in the centralized model, or the 's carbon emission level e is increasing with CEA k in the decentralized system if the manufacturer's initial carbon emission y is moderate; Finally, no matter what kind of contracts the supply chain apply, the manufacturer's optimal carbon emission reduction level e is increasing with CEA k if the manufacturer's initial carbon emission level y and CEA k are high. The above results indicate that CEA can more effectively encourage the manufacturer to produce more less carbon intensive products if manufacturer's initial carbon emission satisfies the certain condition in centralized supply chain system. Next, for high levels of y , in order to reduce effectively carbon emission, smart both firms should adopt the integrated supply chain only if CEA is not relatively high. high. The implication of this result may be very interesting because the supply chain members should exert the centralized model in order to increase effectively the low carbon promotion effort level and retail price. Form Proposition 1 and Proposition 2, we conclude that the improvement of CEA and carbon labeling are beneficial to the sustainable development of our society. Therefore, how to let more consumers develop the preference for eco-products and is an important matter to be considered. It is generally accepted that CEA can be affected by the publicity of both the government and the supply chain members. Consequently, it is necessary for both the government and the supply chain members to devote attention to enhance CEA.
That is to say, smart both parties should design a new contract that can effectively coordinate the supply chain.
Proposition 3. For a given initial carbon emission, (1) if
Proposition 3 (1) indicates that with k falling in the range of
, it will be beneficial to increase the low carbon promotion effort level of the retailer while decrease the carbon emission level of the manufacturer in decentralized model. In this case, the market demand in decentralized model is large.
Consumers are willing to buy more eco-friendly products, which will lead to the integrated supply chain members earn more profits.
Proposition 3 (2) shows that if CEA k is relatively small ( 0
, the retailer price is lower in centralized model than that in decentralized model. On the contrary, with k increasing and falling in the range of
, the retailer price is higher in centralized model than that in decentralized model. From the above analyses, we see that the degree of CEA is very important for both members in centralized model. If the supply chain members can increase CEA, it will be beneficial to the increase of the retailer profits.
Coordination with a Cost-Sharing Contract
From the perspective of supply chain management, we know that decentralized result in double marginalization. In this section, we propose a cost-sharing contract to coordinate the decentralized supply chain system under carbon labeling system, which encourages the supply chain members to share the costs of low carbon promotion effort and carbon emission reduction level into the decentralized supply chain system. In the cost sharing contract, the fraction of the low carbon promotion cost that the retailer pays is 1  , while the manufacturer needs to undertake 1 1   portion of the cost in low carbon promotion effort. The fraction of the carbon emission reduction cost that the retailer offers is 2  , while the manufacturer needs to undertake 2 1   portion of the cost in carbon emission reduction. In the proposed new model, the supply chain profits and costs are simultaneously determined and fairly shared. When we assume the wholesale price is 
If the costs sharing of low carbon promotion and carbon emission, we can derive the optimal decisions as follows: 
Proposition 4 shows that the total profit of the supply chain under the cost-sharing contract can is equal to the in the centralized supply chain system. In other words, this means that the perfect coordination cab be attained. Thus, we conclude that the cost-sharing contract cab be accepted by the manufacturer and retailer.
Numerical example
The Joint Impacts of k and y on Carbon Emission Effort. To compare the optimal carbon emission effort level under different contracts, we assume that the parameters are: 100
From Fig.1 , we find that when initial carbon emission is low ( 20) y  , the manufacturer's carbon emission level decreases with CEA k in both the centralized and the decentralized models. When initial carbon emission is moderate ( 30) y  , the manufacturer's carbon emission level firstly decreases and then increases with CEA k in the decentralized model. However, the manufacturer's carbon emission level decreases with CEA k in the centralized model. When initial carbon emission is high ( 40) y  , the manufacturer's carbon emission level firstly decreases and then increases with CEA k in both the centralized and the decentralized models. It can be concluded that when initial carbon emission is relatively low, the manufacturer' incentive to reduce the carbon emission increases with CEA k in both the centralized and decentralized models. Moreover, when initial carbon emission remains moderate, the manufacturer is willing to reduce the carbon emission increases with CEA k only in the centralized model. The Joint Impacts of k and y on Low Carbon Promotion Effort level. To compare the optimal low carbon promotion effort level under different models, we assume that the parameters are: 100
From Fig.2 , we find that when initial carbon emission is low ( 15) y  , the retailer's low carbon promotion effort level increases with CEA k in the centralized model and decreases with CEA k in the decentralized model. When initial carbon emission is moderate ( 25) y  , the retailer's low carbon promotion effort level firstly decreases and then increases with CEA k in the centralized model. However, the retailer's low carbon promotion effort level decreases with CEA k in the decentralized model. When initial carbon emission is high ( 35) y  , the manufacturer's carbon emission level decreases with CEA k in both the centralized and the decentralized models. It can be concluded that the higher green degree of the products (when initial carbon emission is low) has, the more effective the low-carbon promotion is in centralized model. Therefore, more consumers are more than willing to purchase more green products. The Joint Impacts of k and y on Retail Price. From Fig.3 , we find that regardless of which scenario initial carbon emission is, the retail price in centralized model is always lower than that in the decentralized model when 02 k . But, when 2 k  , the retail price in centralized model is higher than that in the decentralized model. At the same time, it can be known that when initial carbon emission is low ( 15) y  , the retail price firstly decreases and then increases with CEA k in both the centralized and the decentralized models. When initial carbon emission is moderate ( 25) y  , the retail price firstly decreases and then increases with CEA k in the centralized model. However, the retail price decreases with CEA k in the decentralized model. When initial carbon emission is high ( 35) y  , the retail price decreases with CEA k in both the centralized (2) y=30 (3) y=40 (1) y=20
(2) y=25
(3) y=35 (1) y=15 and the decentralized models. It can be concluded that if government or the supply chain members can promote the consumers' low carbon preference, it will be beneficial to the increase of the retail price in the centralized model. Figure 3 . The joint impacts of k and y on retail price
Conclusions
This paper incorporates the carbon labeling system and CEA into a two-echelon supply chain system. Based on the newsvendor model, this study compares two decision scenarios: the centralized and the decentralized models. The results suggest that the decision behaviors of the supply chain members are not only related to CEA and carbon labeling system, but also rely on the choice of the supply chain construction. By adopting the cost-sharing contract to coordinate the decentralized supply chain, both the retailer and the manufacturer can eliminate the double marginalization and implement 'win-win' situation.
In the future, we can extend the model to the online channel. Also, we can study dual channel supply chain with CEA and carbon labelling system, instead of the single channel supply chain in this research.
